
ISAACSON, MILLER 
GILVAR & BOULWARE, lNc. 

February 22, 1990 

Mr . Paul Brophy 
Executive Director 
The Enterprise Foundation 
505 American City Building 
Columbia, MD 21044 

Dear Mr . Brophy : 

Thank you for retaining Isaacson, Miller , Gilvar and Boulware, 
Inc. to assist you in your search for a Director of the Community 
Services Group for the Enterprise Foundation . We have writ er 
this letter after extensive conversations with you and other key 
members of the Enterprise staff, as well as a thorough review of 

he Founda ion's written documents . This letter, which we will 
make available to candidates and key sources, describes our 
understanding of he Enterprise Foundation the Community 
Services Director position and the essential personal and 
professional qualities of the ideal candidate . 

1 . 0 CONTEXT 

In 1982, James Rouse, the founder of the Rouse Company and a 
pioneer in private sector urban design and development created 
the Enterprise Foundation . He was moved by a simple, but 
powerful, notion : that the nation should be able to provide 
affordable housing for every person in .l\merica by the next 
generation . This would be an effort to not merely alleviate a 
serious social problem, but to solve it . The Enterprise 
Foundation was created to be a model for this effort . 

The goal of the Enterprise Foundation is elegant in its 
simplicity; the problem is not . Thirty-two million people were 
living in poverty in 1987, an increase of 28 percent in ten 
years . The ational Academy of Sciences reported to Congress 
hat more than 100,000 children are on the streets each night 

looking for shelter . As the number of poor has increased, the 
availability of affordable housing has significantly diminished 
through demolition, conversion and deterioration of existing 
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units . Cutbacks of federal subsidies make it increasingly 
difficult for the private development of affordable housing . Of 
the thirteen million families with an income below $10,000, five 
million pay over 50 percent of their income in rent . A sudden 
illness , a missed paycheck or a rent increase could force any of 
these families to join the growing ranks of our nation's 
homeless . 

To address these problems, the Enterprise Foundation has become 
a national resource, offering a broad array of programs and 
services that are neighborhood based and tailored to meet 
individual needs and circumstances . Since its inception seven 
years ago, the Enterprise Foundation created a network of 100 
local non-profit housing groups in 28 cities and the states of 
Delaware and Maine . The Enterprise etwork has been responsible 
for financial commitments being made for 8000 units of housing, 
5400 which are under construction or have been completed . 

While these statistics are impressive, the Foundation has always 
recognized that a more important measurement of success is the 
extent to which the basic systems to house the poor are being 
transformed . By creating a national network of people and groups 
interested in developing low-income housing, the Foundation is 
able to become a focal point for innovation . It draws upon the 
lessons learned in successful local development efforts and 
supports the widespread implementation of these new ideas 
throughout the nation . Because of its national focus, it can 
attack the problem of affordable housing in a comprehensive way . 
Through an integrated group of programs, the Foundation both 
initiates and supports fundamental changes in the way America 
creates affordable housing . 

Ci t y Pr og r ams --The key to the Enterprise Foundation's success is 
local participation and control . Neighborhood Development 
Centers (NDC) lay at the core of the Foundation's efforts to 
create affordable housing . First established in Miami in 1985, 
the NDC was an effort to show that neighborhood based non-profit 
housing could be more productive working in partnership with a 
locally- base, city-wide, technical assistance resource center . 
The DC demonstration has completed its expansion to eight 
cities : Chattanooga, Columbus, Dallas, New York, Wilmington , New 
Orleans and Philadelphia, as well as Miami . Each center is 
responsive to the unique qualities of its local environment . As 
the Enterprise Foundation provides national support, the NDC 
provides local support to efforts to access existing and new 
sources of public and private financing; advises on cost 
reduction techniques to make housing affordable to the poor ; 
attracts private sector participation; and, promotes positive 
change in low-income housing policy . 
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Technical Assistance--Through "selective rehab" the Foundation's 
Rehab Work Group (RWG) provides a cost conscious way to salvage 
the majority of the eight million units of existing, but 
substandard , low and moderate income housing in the nation . 
Building systems receive partial treatment where possible and 
highest value, least-cost methods are used . 

RWG is also testing ways to streamline the design and 
construction of new housing . It works with appropriate government 
bodies to cut the high cost of regulation. Working with the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, RWG has developed 
demonstration projects to apply selective rehab to the repair of 
blighted public housing. RWG staff has also served on a National 
Institute of Building Sciences committee to write better 
regulations and find better construction techniques for removing 
lead hazards from older buildings. 

RWG publicizes these successful efforts in a variety of 
publications so that they may be adapted for use in other 
communities . Its Cost Cuts Manual is in its second printing and 
will be nationally published by John Wiley and Sons in 1990 . It 
has become the authoritative manual for neighborhood non-profit 
housing groups . It has also installed several "paper tools" 
including Specmaster Software, a computer based specification and 
estimating tool that slashes the time required for paperwork when 
doing selective rehab. 

The Enterprise Foundation's expertise is nationally recognized 
and valued . In 1988, James Rouse chaired the National Housing 
Task Force created by the Congress . The findings of this report 
were detailed in its report "A Decent Place To Live" and serve as 
the basis for the National Affordable Housing Bill proposed by 
Senators Cranston and D'Amato. 

Financing--The Enterprise Social Investment Corporation (ESIC) 
is a wholly - owned, for-profit subsidiary of the Enterprise 
Foundation . Incorporated in 1984, ESIC identifies and develops 
new sources of financing to help provide housing for the poor. 
In 1986, ESIC worked closely with Congress to enact tax credits 
to support the development of low-income housing . The credit 
enables nonprofit developers to significantly reduce their 
dependence of direct public subsidy and provides corporate 
investors competitive returns . 

The ESIC has raised over 85 million dollars of equity for low
cost rental projects from leading businesses and corporations . 
on-profit community based developers arrange loans from public 

and private sources . ESIC works with corporate investors who 
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provide equity for the projects and who receive a fixed stream of 
tax credits . The housing is managed and controlled by the non
profit general partner . In many cases, ESIC structures the 
financing and then offers bac -up management services to the 
partnerships it creates . 

ESIC has been a catalyst for the acquisition, rehabilitation and/ 
or construction of more than 4000 units of affordable housing . 
Through its subsidiary, the Enterprise Construction Corporation, 
ESIC is also the developer of low-income housing . By the end of 
1988, the ECC completed or has under construction 231 units of 
low income housing . 

In Baltimore, the Enterprise Loan Fund has become a model for 
national application . Seven million dollars has been raised and 
distributed at three percent interest . The money has helped 
build, as demonstration projects, 175 dwelling units for purchase 
by families with annual incomes as low as $10,000 . 

Social Services--Although housing is the Enterprise Foundation's 
primary focus, it understands that better housing alone will not 
break the cycle of poverty. In 1984, the Foundation created 
Enterprise Jobs to provide a full spectrum of job getting and job 
keeping services . Working with a national network of 18 job 
offices in 14 cities, Enterprise Jobs provides technical 
assistance and training for programs aimed at solving the deep
rooted employment and educational needs of the poor. Programs to 
combat illiteracy, job attrition, at-risk youth and families are 
becoming the backbone of placement efforts . Demonstration 
projects in Baltimore and Washington, D. C . are finding national 
applications . In five years of existence, Enterprise Jobs has 
placed over 12,700 unemployed people into new jobs . 

Since its inception in 1982, the Enterprise Foundation has 
concentrated its energy in a limited number of cities so that it 
could focus its resources to achieve dramatic and effective 
change . This strategy has, of necessity, prevented the 
Foundation from responding to all the requests for its services . 

ow, after refining its miss i on and establishing its 
capabilities , the Enterprise Foundation is ready to embark on a 
new level of activity . It has recently developed a five year, 
fifty million dollar plan to House the Homeless and the Poor . 
This plan has three central themes: to build production 
capacity, to coordinate support services with housing 
development, and to shape public policy . 
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2.0 STRATEGIC CHALLENGE AND RESPONSE 

The Enterprise Foundation intends not only to transform where 
people live, but the way they live as well . Housing alone does 
not alleviate the conditions that create homelessness ; rather , it 
provides a platform from which people may take advantage of the 
opportunities available in education, health and employment . 
Enterprise Jobs was launched in 1984 to develop and support 
innovative community based employment strategies to help very 
poor individuals and families work their way out of poverty . 
Now, as the Foundation commits itself to working in 230 cities 
during the next five years, it must intensify these efforts . The 
Director of the Community Services Group (DCSG) is a recently 
created senior level position that will be responsible for 
insuring that a comprehensive array of social support services 
are available to the people who live in the homes that Enterprise 
develops . 

Linking Social Services to Housing - The Director of the 
Community Services Group will design and implement systems that 
link social services to housing programs, both in cities where 
Enterprise currently operates and especially the new cities it 
enters . Responding to a community's invitation, the DCSG will be 
an integral member of the Enterprise Foundation's assessment 
team . Working closely with the New Cities Director and other 
senior staff, the DCSG will help ascertain a city's fundamental 
readiness for housing and develop a long range plan for 
implementation . The DCSG will insure that access to social 
services are incorporated into the community's housing 
development strategy early in the planning process . Meeting with 
local leaders representing government, church and non-profit 
providers , the DCSG will determine the existing level of services 
as well as the future need. Together, with the community 
representatives, the DCSG will develop a plan to link existing 
services for job placement and development, literacy, health and 
education with housing . When necessary, new programs will be 
developed to fill existing gaps in service delivery . 

Neighborhood Demonstration Projects - The work of the Enterprise 
Foundation raises a simple question : what if neighborhoods worked 
for people? The DCSG will be charged with answering this 
question . The Director will identify up to three cities in which 
the Enterprise Foundation can bring together the best thinking 
and highest capability of human services to transform a phys
ically and socially deteriorated neighborhood of 10,000 to 20,000 
people into a coherent, responsive one that serves as a home to 
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all its people . Housing will be decent and affordable . 
Residents will have access to jobs and education . Streets will 
be clean and safe . A sense of community will pervade . 

To be successful, the project must identify a local government 
which is willing to assume a leadership role and target its 
resources in a specific neighborhood. In addition, a 
neighborhood group that desires change in its community must be 
actively involved in the program . Close, cooperative 
relationships between public and private agencies must be 
fostered . Finally, to insure that the lessons learned in this 
experiment can be shared with a national audience, the existing 
condition of the neighborhood will be carefully described and the 
results of the new programs will be fully documented . 

Education and outreach - The Enterprise Foundation intends to 
share its success stories and become a national clearing house 
for cutting edge developments in the linkage of social services 
and housing . The DCSG will collect and disseminate innovative 
strategies to the entire Enterprise network through training 
programs and presentations . The DCSG must also be an advocate, 
encouraging both local and national policy makers to focus 
attention and resources on at-risk families so that a more 
comprehensive strategy of moving poor households towards self
sufficiency is fostered . 

QUALIFICATIONS 

The Director of the Community Services Group will play a key role 
in directing and managing the Enterprise Foundation's current 
community services group and expanding it into new cities as the 
Foundation continues its growth . The successful candidate must 
be an entrepreneurial leader with a clear commitment to address 
the problem of poverty and demonstrated success in developing 
innovative social service delivery programs . In addition, the 
ideal candidate ought to possess the following professional 
qualifications and personal characteristics : 

o Ten or more years of progressive responsibility in the 
management of social service delivery is required. This 
person must be able to lead a small professional staff and 
work collaboratively with other senior managers on project 
teams . 

o A demonstrated ability to identify and secure funds from a 
variety of sources including: federal, state and private 
grants and loans . This person must be able to develop, 
evaluate and manage project budgets . 
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o Excellent oral and written communication skills are 
essential . This person must be able to present effectively 
to large groups . 

o The candidate must have an understanding of local gove r nment 
and a proven track record of building and sustaining 
partnerships among private, public and non-profit social 
service delivery groups . 

o The candidate must be free to travel extensively. 

o Salary for the position will be commensurate with 
experience . 

o Women and minorities are encouraged to apply . 

CO CLU SION 

The Enterprise Foundation's mission statement deliberately 
underscores the urgency of its goals . If housing opportunities 
are to be made available to all people by the next generation, 
the Foundation, and indeed, the entire nation, must fully commit 
its energy, resources and talents to this issue . To generate 
this momentum, the Foundation will significantly increase its 
responsive capacity during the next five years . The Director of 
the Community Services Group will play a critical role in 
directing these efforts . 

We look forward to working closely with you on this important 
assignment, identifying the best available national candidates 
and bringing this search to a rapid and successful conclusion . 

David Welch 
Senior Associate 




